Flowering trees add beauty and seasonal interest to the landscape. Many, including the popular flowering dogwood (see Figure 1), have colorful or interesting fruits that may be edible or attractive to birds.

In the landscape, flowering trees are secondary in importance to shade trees that provide framing, shade and background. Nevertheless, flowering trees provide intense interest that few shade trees can match. They must fit into the landscape. Only after deciding where flowering trees can be used most effectively should you try to select the kind or variety to be used. If a certain type of flowering tree is desired, make the necessary changes to fit it into the landscape rather than simply placing it in the first convenient open space.

Use relatively few flowering trees in the landscape. A small residential property usually needs only two or three trees or small clumps. Rows, large groups, large masses and formal designs can be used more readily on large estates or commercial properties. For more information on tree location, see MU Extension publication G6900, Tree Placement on Home Grounds.

Factors of selection

Species and varieties. To select wisely among the many species and varieties of flowering trees available, consider the following factors:

• Size, form and overall appearance of the tree.
• Season of bloom; intensity, duration and color of the flowers.
• Cultural requirements; including pruning, fertilizing and protection from insects and diseases.

Give high value to those trees that bear brightly colored or persistent fruits, in addition to showy flowers. A few trees that do not have spectacular flowers compensate by the great beauty or intense interest provided by fruits, pods, autumn leaves or uniquely colored summer foliage.

Whether a tree is considered a flowering tree is often a matter of opinion. All trees produce flowers, but whether we value them for the blossoms depends on how colorful, spectacular or unusual they are. Few large trees are especially noted for their flowers. While their flowers may be noticeable, the trees usually are valued more for other reasons. Some of these are therefore not listed in this publication but are described in MU Extension publication G6800, Selecting Landscape Plants: Shade Trees.

Fruiting characteristics and location should be considered together. Proper location of soft-fruited trees and the season during which fruit falls or attracts birds are worth considering. Brief periods of inconvenience may occur when such trees drop fruit on paved surfaces such as patios, walks, driveways or game courts.

Responses to environment. Whether a flowering or fruiting tree lives up to its potential for health and
beauty is largely dependent on its environment; soil, water, light and surrounding buildings and vegetation. Select flowering trees on the basis of their expected behavior under the prevailing growing conditions.

Few trees tolerate wet or very heavy soils, or very sandy or gravelly soils that tend to remain too dry. Nearly all, however, respond favorably to deep and fertile topsoil with good internal drainage. When the soil is inhospitable, improving the soil or adding good soil in raised beds helps ensure that trees will thrive and flower well. Suggested materials and methods to improve soil are given in MU Extension publication G6955, Improving Lawn and Landscape Soils.

Flowering and fruiting are greatly influenced by duration or intensity of sunlight. Most flowering trees are adapted to full sunlight and perform better away from large buildings or trees that cast dense shade during all or most of the day. Those preferring some shade flower best where there is partial shade all day, especially in the afternoon.

Most trees are variable in form, depending on the exposure. Planted in groups or in small openings, they ascend more rapidly and assume a form more upright than average. Trees planted in open areas will develop a broader crown and will not ascend to the same height as specimens of the same age that are more crowded.

Availability and adaptability. Our range of choices among flowering trees is largely determined by their general adaptability to the area. The climatic range over which a tree will thrive and flower well is usually reflected in the species or varieties offered in local retail nurseries and garden centers.

In the following list of recommended flowering trees, it is as impractical to list all the superior species and varieties as it is impossible for every nursery operator to stock all of them. Every retailer will have some desirable varieties not listed here. On the other hand, not all dealers will have all those listed. When your dealer does not have the plant you want, the dealer can usually obtain it for you if you are patient or may suggest a substitute.

Several trees that have some of the qualifications for flowering trees are not available in the nursery trade, or may have limited uses in the landscape. Many of those considered unusual but perhaps worth seeking for special reasons are listed in MU Extension publication G6810, Selecting Landscape Plants: Unusual Trees.

A few of the outstanding native trees of Missouri are included in the list. These are not all readily available in the nursery trade at present. One reason for their appearance here is to encourage their preservation and incorporation into the landscape where they occur naturally. Another reason is to encourage using some of our highly desirable, hardy and well-adapted flowering trees in Missouri landscapes.

### Flowering tree descriptions

Figure 2. Flowering crab apple is one of the many flowering trees that beautify our landscapes in spring.

In the following descriptions, the term hardy refers only to the extent to which trees survive the lowest winter temperatures. Most of the trees listed are hardy statewide. Those limited to more southerly areas of Missouri are appropriately noted.

Heights of trees, in feet, are given for mature specimens that have grown on superior soils and within a favorable climatic range. In general, it takes many years to achieve such growth. In less favorable soils and climates, these heights may never be reached and the trees will grow more slowly.

Where fruits are indicated, an arbitrary size range is assigned. Fruits ⅜ inch or less in diameter are termed small. Between ⅜ inch and ⅝ inch, fruits are considered medium sized; large fruits are those larger than ⅝ inch.

#### Callery pear (Pyrus calleryana)

The original species, 30 feet, native to China, and the cultivar ‘Bradford,’ 40 feet, are fast growing and pyramidal when young, upright to rounded with age. Profuse with fragrant white flowers before foliage. The small russet-colored fruit is marble-sized. Glossy foliage often becomes orange to scarlet to deep crimson in fall.

‘Bradford’ has dense, handsome foliage on a highly formal tree, and has few pests. ‘Bradford’ is hardy statewide, tolerant of all but wet or poorest soils, and fire blight resistant. Newer cultivars include ‘Aristocrat,’ ‘Respire’ and ‘Chanticleer’ (also known as ‘Cleveland Select’). These are somewhat less prone to storm damage than ‘Bradford’ because they have better branching habits.

NOTE (2011): Over the past 15 years, it has become apparent that cultivars of *Pyrus calleryana* produce viable seed when they cross-pollinate. Birds distribute the seeds widely and, as a consequence, this species has become quite invasive in the Midwest.
Crab apple (*Malus* spp.)

Crab apples are easily the most popular flowering trees in the Midwest (see Figure 2). Not only are they splendid in bloom, they are prized for their attractive or persistent fruits that attract birds. There are more than 200 named cultivars and varieties of crab apple.

The intent to use crab apples in the landscape should be accompanied by the willingness to attend their maintenance if their full value as ornamentals is to be realized. Pruning is necessary to maintain their proper growth habit. Mice are a hazard in weedy or brushy areas. Apple scab, cedar apple rust and fire blight are all serious diseases of crab apples and need to be controlled on cultivars or varieties that are susceptible to them. Chewing and scale insects are sometimes a problem. Diseases can be prevented and insects controlled by following the spray schedule described for apple trees in MU Extension publication G6010, *Home Fruit Spray Schedules*.

Disease-resistant flowering crab apples

The crab apple cultivars listed below are chosen primarily for disease resistance. Apple scab is one of the most serious diseases and causes defoliation in midsummer and sometimes again in late summer. There are other flowering crab apple cultivars with good scab resistance, so do not consider this a complete listing. Except where noted, these cultivars also have good resistance to the other major diseases of crab apples: fire blight, rust and mildew. Where any one of these three diseases may not be serious, the range of cultivars selected becomes even broader. Sprays may be used to control all of these problems except perhaps fire blight, but for people wanting to avoid this operation and expense, the following cultivars are worth considering.

**Adams** — Red buds open into single pink flowers. Foliage is deep green with a red tinge in spring. Trees grow up to about 25 feet and develop a dense, rounded shape. The red fruit is about ½ inch in diameter. Leaves develop good fall color of orange-red.

**Bob White** — Buds are pink, opening to single white flowers about an inch across. Long-lasting fruits are yellow and approximately ½ inch in diameter. Trees grow to about 20 feet and develop a rounded head. While this variety has good resistance to scab, rust and mildew, it has some susceptibility to fire blight.

**Camelot**, ™ (*Malus ‘Camzam’) — Flowers of this crab are fuchsia pink on white. Trees are dwarf, reaching a height of about 10 feet with a rounded shape. Fruits are ¾ inch in diameter and become burgundy in late summer. Foliage is dark green with an overcast of burgundy.

**Dolgo** — This variety is fairly disease resistant but has slight susceptibility to scab and fire blight. It may be desired by those people who want larger crab apples suitable for jelly or other uses. Trees may reach a height of 40 feet with a rounded shape. Prolific single white flowers are followed by bright red fruit that becomes about 1¼ inches in diameter. The crab apples produced ripen rather quickly in August and drop if not harvested. If fruits are not wanted for preserves, this tree can be considered a messy landscape plant.

**Donald Wyman** — This variety produces abundant single white flowers. Glossy green leaves are attractive throughout the summer. Trees grow to about 20 feet and develop a wide, rounded shape that is often as wide as it is tall. Red fruit is fairly small, slightly under ½ inch in diameter and makes a good show well into winter. It has a slight susceptibility to mildew, but otherwise very good disease resistance.

**Jacki**, (Malus baccata ‘Jackii’) — This selection of the Siberian crab is extremely cold hardy. Flowers are single white. Trees develop a rounded head with glossy foliage. The deep red fruit is generally about ¾ inch in diameter.

**Molten Lava,** ® (*Malus ‘Molazam’) — This variety is a weeping form of crab that produces abundant red buds developing into white flowers. Trees reach a height of about 12 feet with branches becoming broad and pendulous. Small fruits are red and persist well throughout the fall.

**Ormiston Roy** — Flowers of this crab are single pink with good annual bloom. The orange-yellow fruits are about ¼ inch in diameter and last well into the winter. The tree becomes fairly large, reaching 25 to 30 feet with a fairly upright shape. While it has excellent resistance to scab and mildew, it may sometimes show slight damage from fire blight or cedar apple rust.

**Narragansett** — Flower buds are at first dark carmine, but become brighter red and finally open to white flowers with a pink tinge. Trees grow about 15 feet tall and equally broad. The fruit is bright red and persists well into the winter.

**Prairifire** — Flowers of this crab are deep pink to red. Trees develop up to 15 or 20 feet and when young are somewhat upright. Later they develop into a mature rounded form that becomes as broad as it is tall. Small fruits are from ¾ to ½ inch in diameter in red-purple. They persist well into the winter. Bark is attractive, becoming a glossy, reddish color.

**Professor Sprenger** — Flowers are white. Trees grow up to about 20 feet with an upright growth that broadens with age. Fruit is orange-red and very persistent.

**Red Jewel,** ® (*Malus ‘Jewelcole’) — White flowers are followed by cherry-red fruits about ½ inch in diameter that persist until about December when severe cold damages them. Trees grow up to about 15 feet and develop into a compact tree with horizontal branching.

**Robinson** — Deep pink flowers are followed by ½-inch-diameter dark red fruit. Young trees are somewhat upright but gradually grow up to 25 feet and develop a broad head almost as wide as it is high. Foli-
age is bronze-green and turns orange in fall. This is a fairly fast growing flowering crab apple.

**Sargent** — Pink buds of this variety develop into single white flowers. This dwarf crab grows only 8 feet tall with broad, spreading branches. Fruits are small, dark red and persistent. The foliage is dark green and distinctive because of the leaf shape, which is usually lobed.

**White Angel, Inglis** — This is a profuse bloomer with white flowers that develop from pink buds. Fruits are scarlet and slightly over ½ inch in diameter. Trees may reach a height of 20 to 25 feet with a rounded form. Lustrous foliage is scab, rust and mildew resistant, but there is some susceptibility to fire blight. These two varieties are considered by some to be from the same source and therefore the same.

**Eastern redbud (Cercis canadensis)**
Irregular but attractive spreading crown. Purplish pink small flowers in clusters before leaves. Foliage yellow in fall, of short duration. Clusters of dark brown pods in fall and winter. Specimens, masses, or naturalizing at edge of woods are best uses. Hardy, tolerant of a wide range of soils. Also is easier to blend into the landscape than the purplish pink color of the common species.

**Flowering cherry (Prunus sp.)**
Among the many flowering cherries, only a few are both spectacular and reliable enough for use throughout Missouri. They serve best as specimens, accents, groups or in borders. Most cherries are slow growing. They respond well to good soil or soil improvement and tend to decline in vigor on poor or heavy soils.

Cherries will not tolerate wet soils. The fruits of most flowering cherries are hardly considered ornamental, but they are very attractive to birds. Attention must be given to pruning, fertilization and borer control.

**Double-flowered Mazzard cherry** — Dense pyramidal tree to 40 feet, hardy statewide. White, double flowers, effective seven to 10 days. Medium-sized edible fruit is attractive to birds.

**Higan cherry** — A dense rounded tree, to 30 feet. Not for northern Missouri. Light pink flowers. Both single and double flowered forms are available. Small black inconsiderable fruits. A pendulous, weeping variety (Pendula) is the most popular form (see Figure 3).

**Kwanzan’ cherry** — The hardiest and most reliable form of Oriental cherry. Double pink flowers. Upright growth habit, under 30 feet. Questionable hardness in northern Missouri.

**Sargent cherry** — Upright dense growth habit, to 50 feet, hardy statewide, foliage is bronze colored in spring, green in summer and red in fall. Deep pink, single flowers. Sargent cherry has small, black, inconspicuous fruit. A narrow columnar cultivar ‘Columnaris’ is also available.

**Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida)**
The flowering dogwood is unquestionably the most popular of our native flowering trees (see Figure 1). It is the official state tree of Missouri.

Rounded to upright, 30 feet, open, horizontal branching. Growth slow to moderate. Spectacular white bracts with flowers, before leaves appear. Glossy, red medium fruits persist in fall. Foliage lustrous, scarlet in fall.

Used as specimens, masses or naturalized under large trees. Prefers deep, moist but well-drained soil. Avoid deep planting and a hot, dry exposure. Improve tight or shallow soils and use a mulch. Needs water during drought. Old or injured specimens subject to borer damage. Not reliably hardy in northernmost parts of the state.

‘Apple blossom’ — bracts apple blossom pink.
‘Cherokee Chief’ — red bracts, new leaves reddish.
‘White Cloud’ — white, flowering at early age.
‘Xanthocarpa’ — yellow fruited.

**Japanese dogwood (Cornus kousa)**
Rounded with horizontal branching, about 20 feet at maturity. Large, pointed, white to pinkish bracts produced three weeks after flowering dogwood. Fruits medium, reddish pink, raspberry-like, attractive to birds. Foliage scarlet in fall. Culture and uses same as flowering dogwood.

**Cornelian cherry dogwood (Cornus mas)**
Rounded with dense ascending branches. Shrublike but vigorous, eventually 20 feet high. Clusters of small yellow flowers before foliage appears. Foliage lustrous, red in fall. Fruits are medium to large, maroon-red, cherrylike, edible, attractive to birds. White- and yellow-fruited selections have been made.
Best used as specimens, groups and in borders. Prefers excellent to average soils. Hardy and relatively pest-free.

Flowering plums (Prunus spp.)
Although they produce flowers, the most popular plums are those that have reddish purple foliage. Trees rounded to upright, densely branching. Flowers double or single.

The plum cultivars with bright-colored foliage that have become popular and commonly available include ‘Newport’ and ‘Thundercloud.’ They are used more as specimens or accents. ‘Atropurpurea’ and ‘Nigra’ (Black Myrobalan plum) have darker foliage colors. Fruits, when present, are edible but are not ornamental.

The plums require regular maintenance — pruning, fertilization and occasional spraying — to maintain vigor. Sunscald is often destructive to unshaded or unprotected trunks.

Hawthorn (Crataegus spp.)
There are many species, varieties and cultivars of hawthorn. They are valued for profuse flowers, fruits and picturesque growth habit. Dense and thorny, with white flowers and red fruits; however, exceptions to these characteristics exist. Many native to North America. Grow well on all but wettest and poorest soils.

Success of hawthorn in Missouri is demonstrated by its natural occurrence in practically every county, and its adoption as the Missouri state flower. Best used as specimens. Fruits highly attractive to birds. Subject to borers, cedar-hawthorn rust, fire blight, leaf-eating insects. ‘Winter King’ is much more resistant to rust than the more commonly planted Washington hawthorn. Annual maintenance beneficial. Somewhat difficult to transplant.

Japanese tree lilac (Syringa reticulata)
This small, upright growing tree reaches a height of about 25 feet. It produces terminal panicles of white flowers up to a foot long in June. It is a tidy tree with dark green foliage and, unlike its cousin the common lilac, Japanese tree lilac is not susceptible to lilac borer and powdery mildew. The flowers, though impressive in size, do not have a pleasant fragrance.

Mimosa (hardy silktree) (Albizia julibrissin)
Multiple trunks or spreading branches with flat to rounded top. Fairly fast growing. Often reaches 30 feet. Foliage is very fine, graceful; the tree open and airy. Flowers are clusters of dainty pink puffs that appear from mid to late summer.

Best used as a specimen or lawn tree. Not recommended for northern Missouri. The more hardy variety “rosea” is preferred in central Missouri. Somewhat subject to ice breakage. Tolerates a wide range of soils, with superior tolerance to poor, dry or gravelly soils. Highly susceptible to mimosa webworm, a leaf-eating insect. Overplanted in many parts of the state.

Red horsechestnut (Aesculus x carnea)
This unusual flowering tree is a hybrid between horsechestnut and the small, red flowering buckeye, Aesculus pavia (Figure 4). It is a rounded tree growing to about 35 feet, smaller than its horsechestnut parent. The most commonly planted cultivar, ‘Briotii’, produces 10-inch-long panicles of pinkish red flowers with yellow throats in May that look dramatic against the large, glossy leaves. Red horsechestnut is susceptible to a leaf blotch fungus and should be planted in full sun with good air circulation to reduce the incidence of this disease.

Saucer magnolia (Magnolia soulangiana)
Natural habit shrubby, rounded to spreading. Multiple stems but may be trained to a single trunk. Grows rather slowly to 25 feet but flowers at an early age. Cup-shaped flowers, white tinged with pink or purple, appear before leaves.

Best used as a specimen or lawn tree or small groups, or seen against a background of evergreens.
Throughout their northern range, late spring frost occasionally will injure flowers. For best survival, transplant in spring. Some distinctive cultivars are:

‘Alba’ — compact, petals tinted light purple outside.
‘Burgundy’ — early flowering, deep purple flowers.
‘Lennei’ — dark purplish magenta flowers.
‘San Jose’ — early, fragrant, rosy-purple flowers.
‘Speciosa’ — upright, late, large near-white flowers.

Star magnolia (*Magnolia stellata*)
A dense, mounded, large shrub or small tree reaching 20 feet. Large, white starlike flowers appear in early April before leaves. Dark green leaves change in fall to yellow or bronze in full sun.

Best used as a specimen or in small groups. May not be sufficiently hardy in northernmost Missouri. From mid-Missouri northward, avoid southern exposures to prevent early flowering and damage to flowers by late spring frosts. Best results, transplant in spring. Generally pest-free.

Sweet bay (*Magnolia virginiana*)
An evergreen 60-foot tree in the south; shrublike and deciduous near its northern limits. Best adapted to southeast Missouri, accepts mid-Missouri growing conditions. Tolerates wet soils but also thrives on well-drained soils. Very fragrant white flowers in early summer, attractive foliage and gray bark make this an excellent plant. Grown as a specimen or lawn tree. For best results, transplant in spring.

Serviceberry (*Amelanchier canadensis*)
Upright in youth, oval to spreading with age (see Figure 5). Growth rate slow to moderate, depending on site. Ultimate height may exceed 40 feet in best locations. Masses of small white flowers in nodding clusters in early spring, followed by maroon-purple, edible berries that are quickly eaten by birds. Fall foliage yellow, golden or red.

Use as a specimen or lawn tree, in border masses or as naturalistic groups. Prefers well drained sites; woodland or deep prairie soils. Occasionally damaged by an assortment of leaf-eating insects.

Figure 5. Serviceberry is one of the first trees to bloom each spring.